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1. Background 

Recently, I’ve received many Han encoding candidates for future extensions, and I think some of 

them are urgently needed, so I proposal them to be encoded as urgently needed characters. 

Some of them already been submitted to Ext.G, but others has not been submitted and need to 

be add to UAX #45. This document show their glyphs, IDSes, and evidences for urgently needed. 

2. Glyphs & IDSes 

Glyph IDS U-source number 

 
⿰亻革 - 

 
⿱穴卑 - 

 
⿰〢又 UTC-02964 

 
⿰〢⿱𠂉丶 UTC-02965 

 
⿱⺍冖 

UTC-02966 

 
⿱亠⿲丿⿰丨丨丶 UTC-02967 

 
⿰臣⿳𠂉丶罒 UTC-02968 

3. Evidences & Explanations  

(1)⿰亻革 

This ideograph is used as an undefined nation in China. The population of this nation is about 60 

thousand, and many articles introduce their origin, history and customs. Since it’s an important 
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nation in China, it’s very important to encode this ideograph as soon as possible. 

Evidences: 

Article Search (very high frequency): 

 

An example article: 

 

(From 《湖北民族学院学报（哲学社会科学版）》No.5,Vol.28,page 25) 

An example of identity card in PRC: 



 

(2)⿱穴卑 

This ideograph is used in the name of an old village which have over one thousand years of 

history. It’s located in Dali town, Beiliu city (北流市大里镇), and many history materials such as 

local genealogies, county annals need to use this character. Also, almost every articles on the 

Internet uses wrong ideographs to replace this ideograph because it’s not encoded. So it’s 

important to encode this ideograph quickly to satisfy needs and correct mistakes. 

Evidences: 

Confirmation by People’s Government of Dali town: 



 

Local inscriptions: 



 

Local genealogies: 



 



 



 



 



 

PRC standard SJ/T 11239-2001: 



 

(3)Ideograph components 

These five ideograph components is really frequently used, and they appear at the Jianhuazi 

Zongbiao (简化字总表), which is an important document published by China government. All 

simplified ideographs used over 60 years are based on this document. So unencoded ideographs 

in this document should be encoded as soon as possible. 

 

(End of Document) 




